
 
 
 
 

CASC Ontario Council Draft Minutes – February 6, 2015 
 
Present:  Ciaran McKenna-Chair (SW), Marvin Shank (CASC-SWO), Cindy Elkerton (CN), Kathy Edmison – 
Treasurer (CN), Barb Fugelsang (OCN), Anke Flohr (OCN), Peggy Moore (OCN), Roshene Lawson (ONE) and 
David Jones (SWONT) 
 
Regrets:  Kelly Collins (OCN), Roman Rytsar (ONE), Nicolas El-Kada (ONE) 
 
Meeting called to order at 1:05. 
 
1) Approval of Agenda – Moved by Barb; seconded by Marvin. Carried. 
 
2) Approval of Minutes of Jan. 9, 2015 – Moved Barb/Second-Marvin – correct spelling of Anke’s 

surname.  Carried. 
 
3) Financial Statement Report.  Kathy reported that the review of CASC ON books for 2013 and 2014 by 

Mary Elford has been completed and there are “no problems.”  Mary’s $200 honorarium will be sent 
to her.  Kathy also reported that no data was retrievable from the stick that Kelly sent her.  Marvin 
will connect with the Education Standards sub-committee to let them know CASC ON will continue to 
cover the costs for their teleconferences.  Moved to adopt report: Kathy; seconded by Dave.  Carried. 

 
4) Update from Educational Standards.   

 
Marvin Shank reported on work of CASC ON Educational Standards Committee. ESC met by 
teleconference on January 30, 2015 with ten participants present to discuss work of each of its three 
Working Groups.   
 
a) The Curriculum Group is using the 10 CASC competencies to develop a core curriculum that 

demonstrates a progression of learning over 4 SPE units.  Training would specifically identify 
unique aspects of spiritual care and spiritual counselling. It would fit with SPE across Canada and 
include a common set of topics, course outline, readings and learning objectives.  This working 
group informs itself with course options at TST and WLS, work of Teaching Supervisors in other 
provinces, as well as competencies of CRPO.  At the Hamilton CASC Conference this group will 
provide a workshop on curriculum.  (See Friday morning: C4.) 

 
b) CRPO Working Group will investigate what is needed to achieve CRPO program recognition for 

CASC training.  CRPO recognition requires: clear mission, regular meetings, infrastructure, 
standards for supervisor qualifications, ethical standards, and grievance procedures. CASC would 



need to develop a common curriculum and a sense of Supervisors being a single faculty through a 
variety of collaborative processes. 

 
c) Engagement Working Group has been clarifying its purpose “to lead the communication… and to 

facilitate dialogue”.  We need to have an accurate list of teaching supervisors and teaching 
centres in Ontario.  We are identifying non-CASC partners with which to nurture relationships, 
such as colleges and universities, Ontario Multifaith Council, and APTI.  We want to engage CASC 
members across the country so that there is a good progression of the dialogue that facilitates 
buy in from supervisors nationally.  We will make opportunity to share our work with teaching 
supervisors at the Hamilton Conference, e.g. workshop C4 on Friday morning.   

 
CASC ON ESC will develop a composite work plan based on our Working Groups.  Neil will present this 
to the National Educational Standards Commission in April.  As part of our work plan we will develop a 
proposed budget for consideration by CASC ON Council.  
 
The next meeting of CASC ON ESC is Friday March 27, 100-230 p.m. (OTN - video and telephone) 
 

       Update from Professional Practice Commission 
 

The SW region networking day is coming up at the end of May.  Given the feedback from members 
about joining the CRPO, it was decided at Jan. 19, 2015 meeting that the focus of the networking day 
will be on pros and cons of college registration. 

 
5) Alliance of Psychotherapy Training Institutions (APTI)  
 

Marvin sent a document to CASC ON Council in January that describes the history and purpose of APTI 
to be used in further discussions.  In January, CASC ON Council endorsed a continued presence on 
APTI.  Marvin drafted a Terms of Reference for the CASC representative on APTI and sent this to the 
CASC ON Council and shared this with the ESC as well.  The ESC’s response was that the 
representative aligns him/herself closely with the ESC because both groups focus on education.  The 
Terms of Reference must be amended to state that the APTI representative must also be a member of 
the ESC. 
 
Much discussion ensued about some members’ hesitance to align with APTI and CRPO, two separate 
and distinct issues that has caused some misunderstanding.  It was pointed out that CASC has been 
represented on APTI for years and the current issue is only about formalizing this relationship.  The 
upcoming membership in the CRPO has created controversy, confusion and ambiguity for some CASC 
members. 

 
6) Discussion of Communique from Bob Tees 

 
Bob Tees’ letter to the CASC ON Council was discussed in detail and raised many questions and 
concerns about CASC members joining the CRPO.  Marvin said he would create a formal response to 
Bob’s letter and share it with the rest of the council.  It was agreed that this item will be revisited at 
the March 6, 2015 CASC ON Council meeting and a decision will be made then about how to share 
this letter with the members of CASC. 
 



7) Agenda for Caucus Meeting in Hamilton – Thursday, April 16, 2015 at 7 a.m. 
 

Possible Agenda Items: 
 

 Bob Bond will speak for 5 minutes about CASC membership in the Ontario Association of Mental 
Health Professionals (OAMHP) 

 Approve minutes of Caucus meeting from Winnipeg. 

 Financial Statements presented 

 Updates from ESC and PPC 

 How we might meet as a province other than at national conference. 

 Ontario Hospital Association Conferences 
 

8) Other Business 
 

None. 
 
 
Next Meeting Date:  Friday, March 6, 2015 
 
 Addendum to Minutes: 
 
Letter from Bob Tees to Ontario Council  
 
To the CASC Ontario Council  
Re: The CRPO and the CASC: Some Questions 
Bob Tees 
 
January 15, 2015 
 
I am very grateful for the tremendous amount of insight and time that some CASC Ontario leaders have 
channeled into processing developments related to the CRPO.  In my professional life, a few recent 
developments have spurred me to renewed reflection on the CASC-CRPO relationship. 

 I completed the Jurisprudence Module and Grand-parenting application (August-October) 

 I began work at the Niagara Health System (Nov 3) 

 I facilitated an hour of discussion on CASC and the CRPO during the Ethics Education 
Module (Nov 21) 

 I received a letter from the CRPO requesting clarification regarding my Direct Client 
Contact hours, asking me to elaborate on the quantity and to more fully explain how my 
work is psychotherapy. 

 
At the Ethics Education Module on November 21, one participant stated they would not apply to the 
college because their employer does not require it; another person indicated intention to apply to the 
CRPO but eventually leave CASC; another person took me aside to quietly ask if I had done the 
Jurisprudence module; others clearly advocated full CRPO and CASC membership.  This unscientific 
sample suggested to me that our perspectives on this matter are all over the map!  All the people 
mentioned above are employed in healthcare. 
 



When I spoke with the Transitional Council staff member about supplementary responses to my 
application, I was struck by her candid perspective on my professional training and practice as a CASC 
applicant.   If her perspective is at all representative of CRPO views, then the place in the College of CASC-
trained healthcare chaplains is far from assured.  I know that Bob Bond, Tom O’Connor, Marvin Shank, 
Heather Vandersteldt and many others have articulated very thoughtful arguments for why hospital 
spiritual care at its essence is psychotherapy.  However, these CASC-based philosophical definitions do 
not seem to be in synch with the technical, contemporary definitions operative for the CRPO.    
 
In my view, CASC regional and national discussions regarding CASC-CRPO interrelation have been of 
limited effectiveness.  Three recurrent barriers I have noticed are (1) time allotted to this topic is too 
brief, (2) polarizing perspectives derail the conversation and (3) “hallway conversations” are much more 
transparent than “meeting room” conversations.  How can we have a better conversation? 
 
If we find a way to have a better conversation, here are some possible questions: 
 

1. The dominant CASC Ontario perspective has been to advocate CRPO membership.  An alternative 
(minority?) CASC Ontario perspective opposes college membership and advocates defining 
spiritual care practice outside college regulation.  Where do Ontario members stand on this 
question?  Where do the non-Ontario members stand on this question?  

 
2. Some hospitals require CRPO grand-parenting application (or at least eligibility) for employment, 

even though the college has not yet been proclaimed.  I have seen it on job postings.  On what 
basis have some hospitals included reference to CRPO membership in spiritual care position 
descriptions? How can this expectation be valid when (1) the College has not been proclaimed and 
(2) the CRPO-TC provides no assurance that CASC-trained professionals will be accepted? 

 
3. The CRPO quality assurance requirements parallel CASC peer review requirements.  The CRPO 

discipline processes parallel CASC Grievance processes.   What are the implications of this 
duplication?  Will one process take precedence over the other?   Could they be integrated?  Could 
CASC autonomy be compromised if a complaint process had a different outcome than a CRPO 
process?   What are the time costs of duplication? 

 
4. For many CASC applicants, SPE is their primary form of training.   How does the CRPO-TC perceive 

our training program, since formal program approval cannot presently be established?  What 
judgments and assumptions underlie their assessment?  What criteria are operative when 
applications are assessed? 

 
5. The rationale for College membership is twofold: (1) if our work falls within the scope of practice 

we are legally required to be members for the sake of protecting the public. (2) College regulation 
brings our profession fuller provincial and institutional recognition.  What are the pros and cons of 
each part of this rationale?  

 
6. Many pastoral care providers in healthcare settings would not be eligible to be accepted to the 

CRPO.  Some CASC certified members will choose not to apply to the CRPO.  What responsibility 
does CASC Ontario have to support these practitioners?  I am thinking of people with a unit or 2 of 
SPE who work part time in LTC or hospitals.  We have lots of these folks in SW Ontario.  They 
technically function as multi-faith providers paid by healthcare dollars, even though most are 



Christian pastors or lay pastoral caregivers.   Their orientation is different from religious/ 
denominational chaplains.   

 
7. Is the situation different for PCE trained practitioners and CPE trained practitioners? 

 
8. Why is the proclamation date continually postponed?  What are the barriers?  Are there issues 

within the Ministry of Health and the CRPO-TC that impact on CASC?  
 
I offer these reflections and questions in a spirit of respect and exploration.   I am not sure what next 
steps I would envision.   I hope that we can expand our opportunities for conversation on this essential 
topic, especially at regional and national meetings.    I would be glad to converse with others about what 
forms this expanded conversation might take.  I do not regard the document I am sharing here as 
confidential but an open reflection, so please feel free to share it however it might be useful. 
 
Wishing light and grace to my CASC companions, 
Bob 
 
cc:   Mark Doucet 
 Tom O’Connor 
CASCWONT Regional Exec 
 
 


